Introduction.
In a recent paper Gurtin [5] established a complete representation for symmetric second-order tensor fields in terms of another symmetric second-order tensor field and a vector field. His representation is analogous to the Stokes-Helmholtz resolution of a vector field into the curl of another vector field and the gradient of a scalar field. Gurtin was thus led to a complete representation for equilibrated stress fields in continuum mechanics-the generalized Beltrami solution. It is the purpose of the present paper to extend these results to more general theories of continuum mechanics, namely the Cosserat [1] continuum and the dipolar continuum of Green and Rivlin [6] .
Giinther [3] has obtained a stress function solution of the Cosserat equations of equilibrium. However, his solution cannot be complete for regions with holes because in the absence of couple stresses, it reduces to the Beltrami solution (cf. Gurtin [5] ).
Sections 2 and 3 contain the equilibrium equations of the above theories and several solutions in terms of stress functions. In Section 4, following Gurtin [5] , we establish some general representation theorems for second-and third-order tensor fields and utilize them to demonstrate the completeness of the solutions presented in Sections 2 and 3.
2. Couple stresses.
The stress equations of equilibrium for a Cosserat [1] continuum may be written as tii.i + fi = 0, We choose not to include the obvious smoothness requirements in the statements of these theorems. The generality of the above solutions will be established in Section 4. 3. Dipolar stresses.
In the dipolar case of the multipolar continuum mechanics of Green and Rivlin [6] , the equilibrium equations appear as Tu., + Fj =0, ^ + Mu.i + e,kiTki + Cj = 0, where
C, = eimnCmn (Cun = \euiCi).
The following theorem, which may be confirmed by substitution, provides an alternative solution in terms of M iik and not just Miljk] . It will be shown to be complete in Section 4. -measurable) region of a three-dimensional Euclidean space. The closure of R will be denoted by R'. We write / t Cn(R) if and only if / is a realvalued function defined and N times continuously differentiable on R, and we write / r C°(R') if and only if / is defined and continuous on R'.
The proofs of our representation theorems will be based in part on the following lemmas. A proof of the first lemma can be found in Courant [4, p. 246] . The latter lemmas follow successively from the first one. 
= (4-3>
Then h t CA+3(i2) and Vr7i = n on R.
We now turn to the statements and proofs of our completeness theorems. Theorem 4.1. Let tUi) t C°(R'), t{ii) t CN(R), and m(i;) e C°(R'), m{ii) e Cn(R) with N > 2. Then there exist co,,-= a>,, e Ca(2?), e Ca_1(/2), <p,-, and fif; = ft,( e Cn(R), 6i e G'~"I~1(R), <t>i such that The proof is completed by defining
The representation (4.14) of the symmetric tensor £(,•,•> is due to Gurtin [5] as is the step which leads to the simpler representation (4.19).* "Theorem 4.2. Let t{ij) e C°(R'), tlin t CN(R), and m,-,-e C°(R'), wi,-,-e C'v(i?) with N > 2. Then there exist »" = «" e CA'(/e), e C"~l(R), <p, , and Xa t CN(R), cr, e CN~l(R), ■qi e CN'i(R) such that 
